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ABSTRACT 
 
The Balanced Scorecard was introduced by Kaplan and Norton in the 1990s and is today 
a commonly used management tool for strategic planning and management. The model 
is based on four perspectives which each drive a set of measures. The purpose of the 
Balanced Scorecard is, based on the theoretical literature, to create a balance between 
financial and non-financial measures and thus to achieve a broader approach and to 
manage the company and its activities. There are several studies addressing the 
strengths and weaknesses of the Balanced Scorecard. With this in mind it would be 
interesting to examine in detail how a company use their Balanced Scorecard and to see 
if there are any improvements which can be made for them to make better use if the 
system in the future.  
 
The empirical basis of this study is drawn from the dialog with four different persons at 
the company studied; HHGS HandelsConsulting AB. Discussions with these persons 
created information that later lead to the result of the study. Based on these experiences 
the writer of this thesis wanted to reach an understanding of how this company uses their 
Balanced Scorecard and if there are any improvements which can be made. The writer 
also wanted to address the challenges which the concept of Balanced Scorecard 
involves. The empirical material is conducted in form of a qualitative study and has been 
analyzed from an interactive approach.  
 
The theory section of this study is based on academic literature about the Balanced 
Scorecard. In this study the writer consider the Balanced Scorecard as a system and the 
theory section will examine the relationship between a company and the system. The 
empirical material of this study revealed that HandelsConsulting use the Balanced 
Scorecard more than they actually know about, however, their strategy is not aligned with 
the Balanced Scorecard. 
 
Through the analysis of academic literature and the empirical results the writer has 
concluded that HandelsConsulting need to align the long-term strategy of the 
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organisation with the Balanced Scorecard. They also need to involve the employees to a 
greater extent and they need focus on conducting monthly strategic meetings which will 
fine-tune and adapt the strategy and balanced scorecard. This is done by using Kaplan 
and Norton’s four-step model of how to manage the company strategy.   
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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this part there will be one theoretical introduction and one empirical introduction of the 
Balanced Scorecard, further the problem statement, purpose and restrictions are accounted for.  
 
1.1. INTRODUCTION 
Although the Balanced Scorecard is often said to be successful for most companies there 
are several studies done of different challenges that companies encounter when 
implementing and using the Balanced Scorecard, there amongst studies done by DeBusk 
and Crabtree (2006) and Chen and Jones (2009). These challenges may, according to 
DeBusk and Crabtree (2006), include difficulties with communication, strategy alignment 
or costliness, another problem according to Olve, Petri, Roy och Roy (2003)  is the lack of 
interest in developing the already existing Balanced Scorecard. These challenges are vital 
for the success of the Balanced Scorecard and if they are not faced and rectified the 
Balanced Scorecard cannot be used to its full potential to make the business thrive 
(Kaplan & Norton, 1996a). A research done at the Free university of Amsterdam indicates 
that about 70 percent of all implementations of Balanced Scorecard fail (Pforsich, 2005). 
Therefore, and for the purpose of this study, it would be interesting to find out how a 
specific company use the Balanced Scorecard and study what challenges they encounter 
with their Balanced Scorecard. This would then reflect in what improvements they can do 
to make better use of their Balanced Scorecard as a strategic planning and management 
system in the future. With this in mind, a company needs to be chosen to conduct a 
detailed case study of the company’s use of and challenges with their Balanced 
Scorecard. The company studied in this report is called HHGS HandelsConsulting AB. The 
reason HandelsConsulting was chosen is because it is an interesting company and 
because a colleague of mine, Erik Person, who, as well as I, work as a management 
consultant at HandelsConsulting, expressed the need for improvement in this area. The 
improvement is needed since the Scorecard is, according to Person (Personal 
Communication, December 30, 2011), not established properly.  
HandelsConsulting is a unique business in many ways; one of the uniqueness’ is the fact 
that it is a management consulting firm driven by students who studies at the school of 
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economics and commercial law at Gothenburg University 
(http://www.handelsconsulting.se).  According to the chairman of the board at 
HandelsConsulting, Gustaf Sahlen, HandelsConsulting implemented the Balanced 
Scorecard in 2000 and is now using it as their management system (Personal 
Communication, December 13, 2011). Person  further explain that HandelsConsulting 
use their Balanced Scorecard twice a year; follow up on the progress of the goals set for 
the previous year and to set new goals for the coming year (Personal Communication, 
December 30, 2011). This is according to Kaplan and Norton (1996a) not enough to 
align the company strategy with the Balanced Scorecard. The CEO of HandelsConsulting, 
Sanna Dahlgren, point out the fact that the company is driven by students, who receive 
experience and not salary, indicates that this company is driven by other values than 
financial (Personal Communication, January 16, 2012). For the students working at 
HandelsConsulting, the company works as a catalyst to gain personal development and 
start a career. In an environment filled with engaged and energized people the students 
get the support they need to get a chance to find their own way into the world of business 
(http://www.handelsconsulting.se). This is, as indicated by Sahlen why the Balanced 
Scorecard is important to HandelsConsulting; because of its ability to measure more than 
financial measures (Personal Communication, December 13, 2011; Kaplan and Norton, 
1996a). Dahlgren further explain that HandelsConsulting’s main focus is on employees 
and customers (Personal Communication, January 16, 2012). Conversely, Hannabarger, 
Buchman & Economy, (2011) stress the importance of balance between the four 
perspectives and it may be argued that HandelsConsulting are putting more effort into 
the customer and learning and growth perspectives then into the financial and internal 
process perspectives. Although, it should be mentioned that HandelsConsulting has an 
equal amount of measures in all four perspectives of the Balanced Scorecard. The 
communication of the Balanced Scorecard throughout the organisation may also be 
questioned, Dahlgren explained, when asked the question of whom in the organisation 
that knows about the Balanced Scorecard, that it is very few employees who know about 
the existence and usage of the Balanced Scorecard (Personal Communication, January 
16, 2012). The employees which has knowledge of the Balanced Scorecard is mainly the 
corporate management, therefore, the Scorecard is not implemented all the way down to 
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the consultants. DeBusk and Crabtree (2006) indicated that one challenge of the 
Balanced Scorecard is effective communication. If the communication does not work, the 
Balanced Scorecard will not work either (Chen & Jones, 2009) 
Moreover, Dahlgren clarify that HandelsConsulting is the largest consulting firm driven by 
students in Scandinavia, taking into account both revenue and number of employees 
(Personal Communication, January  16, 2012). The corporate management of 
HandelsConsulting consists of eight employees, where two of them are full time 
employees, the CEO and the vice CEO, the rest of the positions are employees who study 
at the same time (http://www.handelsconsulting.se). The CEO and the vice CEO has 
recently graduated or has taken a year off school to engage in the business 
(http://www.handelsconsulting.se). Dahlgren explained that the employee turnover at 
HandelsConsulting is very high and an average employee work at HandelsConsulting for 
nine and a half months (Personal Communication, January 16, 2012), which may be 
considered as a challenge since the persons engaged in the Balanced Scorecard quit and 
no one else might have the interest in developing the Scorecard further (Olve et. al., 
2003). As I see it and as Persson expressed it, HandelsConsulting want to know how they 
can improve their Balanced Scorecard further to benefit more from it in the future 
(Personal Communication, December 30, 2011). As it is now, they are not using the full 
potential of the Scorecard and the challenge for them is to know how to develop it 
further.  
1.2. PURPOSE AND PROBLEM STATEMENT 
The purpose of the study is to find out how HandelsConsulting use their Balanced 
Scorecard. The aim is also to find out if there are any improvements HandelsConsulting 
can do to make better use of their Balanced Scorecard as a strategic planning and 
management system in the future. This will be achieved through conducting interviews 
with key persons of HandelsConsulting, internally as well as externally and studying 
literature from Balanced Scorecard experts to find out how the Balanced Scorecard 
should be used and implemented.  
 
With this discussion in mind, the main question that this report will answer is: 
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What improvements can HandelsConsulting do with their Balanced Scorecard to make 
better use of it in the future?  
 
Sub-questions identified to answer the main question are:  
 How should HandelsConsulting’s Balanced Scorecard be designed and what part 
does their strategy have? 
 What strengths and weaknesses are there in the implementation and use of 
Balanced Scorecard within HandelsConsulting? 
1.3. LIMITATIONS 
The Balanced Scorecard will be seen as a management system that will mainly aid the 
processes of communication, information and learning within the company and not as a 
control system. This study will only cover one company, HandelsConsulting, and their use 
of the Balanced Scorecard as a management system. This study is not intended to 
generalize the usage of the Balanced Scorecard, but to examine in detail how 
HandelsConsulting use their Balanced Scorecard.  
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2. THEORY 
The following part is introducing the Balanced Scorecard in a more profound context on the basis 
of academic literature. The section starts with a description of the Balanced Scorecard concept 
through the four perspectives and the importance of balance between the perspectives. 
Thereafter, there will be an explanation of the strategy map, starting with the importance of one 
and continuing with a model of how to manage one, and finally some criticism of the Balanced 
Scorecard is taken into account.  
 
2.1. THE BALANCED SCORECARD AS A STRATEGIC MANAGEMENT 
SYSTEM 
2.1.1. THE BALANCED SCORECARD 
The Balanced Scorecard is a strategic planning and management system which works for 
most companies - public as private, small as large (Hannabarger, Buchman & Economy, 
2011).  The Balanced Scorecard was developed by Robert Kaplan and David Norton in 
the early 1990’s (Hannabarger, Buchman & Economy, 2011). A key problem they 
identified was that most organisations had a tendency to manage their business solely 
upon financial measurements (Kaplan & Norton, 1996a; Kaplan & Norton, 1992). While 
that may have worked well in the past, Kaplan & Norton (1996a) emphasize that financial 
measures are inadequate in today’s dynamic and changing pace of the market and that 
businesses require better, more comprehensive measures which also measure where the 
company is headed and not only where it has been (Chavan, 2009; Hannabarger, 
Buchman & Economy, 2011). So, it is natural for Kaplan and Norton (1996a) to argue 
that measurement matters: 
"If you can't measure it, you can't manage it." 
(Kaplan & Norton, 1996a) 
If businesses measure their success solely on financial measures, much of the value 
which has been created or damaged in the recent accounting period will not be noticed 
(Kaplan & Norton, 1996a; Chavan, 2009). Of course financial measurements are 
important, but there should be some complimentary measures along with it to make sure 
all of the value in the business is captured and measured (Kaplan & Norton, 1996a, 
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Kaplan & Norton, 1996b). In short, the Balanced Scorecard enables your business to set, 
track and achieve its key business strategies and objectives (Kaplan & Norton, 1996c).  
The Balanced Scorecard, therefore, takes into account a general and combined set of 
measures that links existing customers, employees, internal processes and system 
performance to long-term financial success (Kaplan & Norton, 1996a; Latshaw and Choi, 
2002). This is done through its four perspectives – the financial perspective, the 
customer perspective, the internal business process perspective and the learning and 
growth perspective (Kaplan & Norton, 1996b).  
 
2.1.2. THE FOUR PERSPECTIVES 
Kaplan and Norton (1996a) argues that the Balanced Scorecard shouldn’t be used as a 
control tool to evaluate past performance, it should be used to communicate the strategy 
of the business and to help align individual, organisational and cross-departmental 
initiatives within the business to achieve common goals (Kaplan & Norton, 1996a). 
Moreover, the Balanced Scorecard should be used as a communication, information and 
learning system and not as a control system (Kaplan & Norton, 1996a; Olve, Roy & 
Wetter, 1999). Further, the Balanced Scorecard communicates this through four different 
perspectives (also shown in Figure 1 below): 
 The financial perspective, how has the company done by its shareholders? 
 The customer perspective, how do customers see the organisation? 
 The internal business process perspective, what must the company excel at?  
 The learning and growth perspective, can the company continue to improve and 
create value? (Kaplan & Norton, 1992) 
 
These perspectives are the major cornerstones of the Balanced Scorecard and they 
permit a balance between the business’ short-term actions and long-term strategy 
(Kaplan & Norton, 1996a, Kaplan & Norton, 1996b). 
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2.1.2.1. FINANCIAL  
Even though Kaplan and Norton (1996a) said that the financial perspective isn’t 
adequate to use by itself, they still claim that it is valuable to use, but, this should 
however be complimentary with the other perspectives (Kaplan & Norton, 1996a; Kaplan 
& Norton, 1996b). It is always useful to know the economic consequences of actions 
already taken (Kaplan & Norton, 1996a), however, other people argue that the financial 
part of the business will take care of itself when the operational part is improved by the 
other perspectives (Kaplan & Norton, 1992). The financial perspective measures and 
tracks the business’ financial requirements and performance (Hannabarger, Buchman & 
Economy, 2011) it also indicates whether the company’s strategy, implementation and 
execution are contributing to bottom line improvement (Kaplan & Norton, 1996a, Kaplan 
& Norton, 1992).  
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Financial measurements typically relates to profitability and shareholder value and is 
often measured by operating income, return on investment (ROI) or economic value 
added (EVA) etc. Financial goals can be such as rapid sales growth or generation of cash 
flow (Kaplan & Norton, 1996a).  
2.1.2.2. CUSTOMER  
The customer perspective measures the customer satisfaction and what performance 
requirements the customer has. It also measures the different market and customer 
segments of the business; this is measured regardless if the organisation is offering 
products or services (Kaplan & Norton, 1996a; Kaplan & Norton, 1996c; Hannabarger, 
Buchman & Economy, 2011). Kaplan and Norton (1992) also say that customers’ 
concerns have a tendency to fall into four different categories: time, quality, performance 
and service, and cost. Time measures how long it takes for the company to satisfy the 
customer’s needs, this is often referred to as lead time (Kaplan & Norton, 1992; Kaplan 
& Norton, 1996a). Lead time is measured from the time the company receives an order 
to the time the finished product or service is delivered to the customer (Kaplan & Norton, 
1992).  Quality can be measured by the level of defect rates or it could also be measured 
by on-time delivery, it could also be measured by both (Kaplan & Norton, 1992). The 
performance and service is measured by how the company is contributing by creating 
value for its customers (Kaplan & Norton, 1992). 
To get the Balanced Scorecard to work Kaplan and Norton (1992) advocates that the 
company should now articulate goals for time, quality, and performance and service, they 
should then translate these goals into detailed measures. Along with quality, time, and 
performance and service, Kaplan and Norton (1992) mention cost as a concern for 
customers. However, customers see the price of the product or the service as only one 
component of the overall cost they incur when dealing with the company. By having 
excellent time, quality, and performance and service management the company can 
afford to have a slightly higher price of the product since the customer will not incur any 
extra costs of for example, defect products or late delivery (Kaplan & Norton, 1992).  
The customer perspective enables the managers of the business to communicate and 
align the market based strategy; this will, since the perspectives are linked, enhance the 
financial returns of the financial perspective (Kaplan & Norton, 1996a). 
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2.1.2.3. INTERNAL PROCESSES 
The third perspective, which is the internal business process perspective, measures and 
identifies the critical internal processes in which the organisation must excel (Kaplan & 
Norton, 1996a, Kaplan & Norton, 1996c), in other words, the objectives of the internal 
business process perspective highlights the processes which are most critical for the 
strategy of the organisation to succeed and to meet customer expectations (Kaplan & 
Norton, 1992, Kaplan & Norton, 1996a). After all, exceptional customer performance 
descends from excellent internal processes (Kaplan & Norton, 1992). These processes 
also enable the business to satisfy the shareholder expectations of the company’s 
financial return (Kaplan & Norton, 1996a). 
The measures of the internal process perspective should come from the processes within 
the business that gives the most value to the customers. These processes may for 
example affect cycle time, quality, employee skills and productivity; the company should 
also try to identify critical technology needed for the company to gain a competitive 
advantage within its market niche (Kaplan & Norton, 1992). While traditional approaches 
of measuring the internal processes focuses on monitoring and improving existing 
business processes, the Balanced Scorecard approach focuses on measuring, monitoring 
and improving the business processes by, when needed, identifying entirely new 
processes which integrates measures for both the long-term innovation cycle and the 
short-term operation cycle (Kaplan & Norton, 1996a). Innovation is also incorporated and 
highlighted in the Balanced Scorecard approach which gives the outcome a long-term 
innovation-cycle, whilst the traditional approach is focusing mainly on the processes of 
delivering current products and services to current customers (Kaplan & Norton, 1996a).  
2.1.2.4. LEARNING AND GROWTH 
The last perspective is the learning and growth perspective, which measures the 
company’s ability to keep their competitive advantage (Kaplan & Norton, 1992; 
Hannabarger, Buchman & Economy, 2011). The intense global competition of today’s 
world requires the companies to be able to change fast and be innovative (Kaplan & 
Norton, 1992). The products and processes need continuous improvement to be able to 
keep up with the fast pace and this perspective, along with the internal process 
perspective, focuses on identifying factors of long-term and short-term success (Kaplan & 
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Norton, 1996a). The main sources of organisational learning and growth are people, 
systems and organisational procedures (Kaplan & Norton, 1996c). The learning and 
growth perspective is required to fill the gap between the existing capabilities of these 
sources, and reach breakthrough performance (Kaplan & Norton, 1996a). Measures in 
the learning and growth perspective are mostly employee based and similar to the other 
perspectives, the company need to set goals for the learning and growth perspective and 
then translate these into measures (Kaplan & Norton, 1992; Kaplan & Norton, 1996c).  
2.1.2.5. THE IMPORTANCE OF BALANCE BETWEEN THE PERSPECTIVES 
It is important to focus on all four of these perspectives to obtain balance and business 
success (Hannabarger, Buchman & Economy, 2011). They also need constant 
measurement, improvement and analysis together because if the business is only 
focusing on some of the perspectives the balance will be lost and the business will not 
thrive (Hannabarger, Buchman & Economy, 2011).  
2.1.3. THE IMPORTANCE OF A STRATEGY MAP 
If using only financial procedures to measure the progress of the company the processes 
are often uncoordinated and driven by short-term operational goals, the Balanced 
Scorecard focuses, through the company strategy, on long-term strategic objectives. To 
be able to have use of these long-term strategic objectives the company will need a 
strategy map (Kaplan & Norton, 1996b). The strategy map is developed to provide the 
missing link between strategy formulation and strategy execution (Buytendijk, Hatch & 
Micheli, 2010). Kaplan and Norton (1996a) described a very good metaphor to define the 
importance of a strategy map when using the Balanced Scorecard. They describe it as a 
flight simulator and meant that the Balanced Scorecard integrates a complex set of 
cause-and-effect relationships among critical variables such as goals, measures and 
feedback that defines the route of the flight. The strategy map defines the company’s 
route (Kaplan & Norton, 1996a) and is an illustration of the relationships among the key 
components of an organisation’s strategy (Eccles & Pyburn, 1992; Buytendijk et. al., 
2010). Through the strategy map it is also possible to visualize how different parts of the 
organisation contribute, directly or indirectly, to the organisation’s overall performance 
(Buytendijk et. al.,2010). The strategy map should be constructed from the top down, 
starting with the destination of the route where the company wants to arrive (Kaplan & 
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Norton, 2001a). Corporate management first assesses the mission statement, why the 
company exists, and core values. With that information they then develop a strategic 
vision, what their company wants to become. This vision creates a clear picture of the 
company’s overall goal, which could become the top-quartile performer. The strategy then 
helps to identify the path needed to reach that goal (Kaplan & Norton, 2001a). Figure 2 
below illustrates the different factors of the Balanced Scorecard and what is needed to 
create a synergized strategy. Figure 3 and figure 4 are examples of how a strategy map 
can look.  
The scorecard exists to provide a framework that uses measures to communicate mission 
and strategy to the employees and shareholders, without the strategy there may be gaps 
between employees, management and shareholders of where the company is and where  
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it is headed (Kaplan & Norton, 1996a, Kaplan & Norton, 1996b). A properly constructed 
scorecard therefore creates an organisation wide harmony when employees, managers 
and shareholders tries to achieve the corporate mission, vision, goals and objectives 
since all measures are directed toward achieving the same strategy (Kaplan & Norton,  
1996a, Kaplan & Norton, 1996b). A properly constructed Balanced Scorecard should 
also tell the story and communicate the meaning of the company’s strategy; it should 
explain the connections of the cause-and-effect relationships and incorporate the 
mixtures of measures and goals (Kaplan & Norton, 1996a).  
 
In short, and as figure 5 below illustrates, the Balanced Scorecard translates vision and 
strategy into objectives and measures across the four perspectives. The scorecard 
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includes measures of desired outcomes as well as processes that will drive the desired 
outcomes (Kaplan & Norton, 1996a).  
 
While there may be benefits related to the design and implementation of a strategy map, 
a number of authors, for example Franco and Bourne (2005), Othman (2007) and Porter 
(1996), have highlighted possible shortcomings. One such shortcoming is that the cause-
and-effect relationship may be considered to be a one-way, linear approach which starts 
with the learning and growth perspective and culminates into the financial perspective. 
This is where feedback-loops, or double-loop-learning processes as Kaplan and Norton 
(2001b) call them, should be included in the maps, to assure a two-way approach 
(Franco & Bourne, 2005). Porter (1996) also states that many managers do not see the 
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necessity of having a strategy; they may be too caught up in the race for operational 
effectiveness. Defining a strategy also means there has to be trade-offs (Porter, 1996). 
Trade-offs is often seen as frightening, and making no choice is sometimes preferred to 
risking blame for a bad choice (Porter, 1996). Another shortcoming which Othman (2007) 
state is that the reliance on an instrumental model, such as the strategy map, may not 
give a sufficient reflection of the evolution of strategy over time. Therefore, it is important 
to reassess the strategy map continuously since the competitors and the business world 
changes rapidly (Porter, 1996; Buytendijk et. al.,2010). Finally Buytendijk et. al.,(2010) 
states that the strategy map is a useful tool for implementing the strategy, however, they 
are often built on vague cause-and-effect relationships derived from the generalizations 
of past performance which is insufficient when linked to future states.  
2.1.4. MANAGING STRATEGY 
Figure 6 and Figure 7 below both show the different stages of managing a company 
strategy when using a Balanced Scorecard. However, in this report Figure 6 will be 
clarified further and figure 7 will only be used as an illustration of how the steps can be 
divided into further steps. If using the steps in figure 6 in combination with each other, it 
will, according to Kaplan and Norton (1996b; 1996c), contribute to linking long-term 
strategic objectives and short-term actions. However, what Porter (1996) think is 
important to consider is that a competitive strategy is all about being different, by 
deliberately choosing a different set of activities to deliver a unique mix of values. The key 
of a successful strategy is in the activities, to choose to perform activities differently or to 
perform different activities than rivals. Otherwise, the strategy will be nothing more than a 
marketing slogan that will not withstand competition (Porter, 1996). The strategy should 
also be planned for a longer time, according to Porter (1996) it should have a horizon of a 
decade or more, not of a single planning cycle. To be able to shape an even better 
strategy, the company can for example use Porter’s five forces model (2008) of the five 
competitive forces which shape strategy (Porter, 2008). However, this study will focus on 
the usage of Kaplan and Norton’s four step model.  
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2.1.4.1. TRANSLATING THE VISION 
It is important to make sure that there are no gaps between the vision of the company 
and the actions of the employees. To diminish this possibility of misinterpretations about 
the strategy statement there is a need of clarification and description of the measures 
and goals in the different perspectives (Kaplan & Norton, 1996b).  
2.1.4.2. COMMUNICATING AND LINKING 
By communicating the strategy throughout the organisation and linking it to departmental 
and individual objectives the Balanced Scorecard gives managers a way of ensuring that 
all levels of the organisation understand the long-term strategy and the objectives are 
aligned with it (Kaplan & Norton, 1996b). It is also important to make sure that everyone 
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is in on the strategy and understands the strategy (Kaplan & Norton, 2001b). Make sure 
that everyone knows what to do and that everyone is taking responsibility for the 
Balanced Scorecard to work (Kaplan & Norton, 2001b).  
2.1.4.3. BUSINESS PLANNING 
This process enables the companies to integrate their business and financial plans. 
Managers often find it hard to integrate those parts to achieve their strategic goals 
(Kaplan & Norton, 1996b). However, the very exercise of creating a Balanced Scorecard 
helps the organisation to prioritize and coordinate those initiatives that will drive the 
organisations long-term strategic objectives, it also helps to integrate their strategic 
planning and budgeting processes, which therefore ensure that their budgets support 
their strategies (Kaplan & Norton, 1996b). Goals and measures are linked to each other, 
without one another the Balanced Scorecard will not work properly (Kaplan & Norton, 
1996a). At the end of the business planning step the managers should have set targets, 
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in all four perspectives, for the long-term objectives they would like to achieve. They 
should also have identified necessary strategic initiatives and allocated required 
resources for those initiatives. Finally, they should have established milestones for the 
measures that mark the progress toward achieving their strategic goals (Kaplan & 
Norton, 1996b).  
2.1.4.4. FEEDBACK AND LEARNING 
This step gives the managers the ability to know if the implementation and formulation of 
the strategy does, in fact, work or not. The previous three steps are all part of the 
implementation of the strategy, and they form a single-loop-learning process, but they do 
not take into account if the strategy or techniques used in the implementation are giving 
the effects whished for.  However, this step helps identify and follow the progress of the 
strategy and techniques used in the implementation stages, with the purpose to take 
action if something isn’t going according to plan – the feedback and learning step creates 
a double-loop-learning process which constantly develops (Kaplan & Norton, 1996b, 
Kaplan & Norton, 2001b). 
2.1.5. CRITICISMS ABOUT THE BALANCED SCORECARD 
The Balanced Scorecard is often said to be successful for businesses and a special 
survey done by DeBusk and Crabtree (2006) found that in most cases it is. However, they 
advise to be cautious when implementing the Balanced Scorecard because it can bring 
some risks. Olve et. al. (2003) argue that most people only focus on the good that the 
Balanced Scorecard brings and forget to study what difficulties might come with it. It is 
important to study the difficulties, since Pforsich (2005) states in his article that Paul 
McCunn, a KMPG management consultant, estimates the overall failure rate of 
implementing the Balanced Scorecard is approximately 70 percent, McCunn based this 
estimate on a research done by a professor at the Free University of Amsterdam 
(Pforsich, 2005). Further there will be some discussions about what types of challenges a 
business can have when implementing and using the Balanced Scorecard.  
 
Many authors, there amongst Chen and Jones (2009) and Debusk and Crabtree (2006) 
bring up the issue of communication within the organisation as a risky factor. If the 
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communication doesn’t reach all the way down to the bottom of the organisation, it is 
easy for the Balanced Scorecard to fail already in the implementation stages (Chen & 
Jones, 2009). Organisation wide communication is also important in order to gain 
employee acceptance when implementing the Balanced Scorecard (Debusk & Crabtree, 
2006). Even the founders of the Balanced Scorecard, Kaplan and Norton, pushes the 
importance of organisation wide effective communication (Chen & Jones, 2009). 
Ineffective communication is a great impediment for a successful adoption and use of 
the Balanced Scorecard (Chen & Jones, 2009). The company vision is one such thing that 
is very important to communicate properly throughout the organisation. Peter Senge, a 
famous author and researcher in the subject of organisational learning, once said: 
“Many leaders have personal visions that never get translated into shared visions that 
stimulate the organisation.” 
 (Kaplan & Norton, 1996a) 
It is a critical and vital importance, if the Balanced Scorecard is to be successful, to 
translate the individual vision into shared vision (Kaplan & Norton, 1996a). If the 
employees are not informed and engaged enough in the measures and targets of the 
company it is often very hard for them to know how to improve overall performance 
(DeBusk & Crabtree, 2006; Kaplan & Norton, 2001b; Chen & Jones, 2009). So make the 
Balanced Scorecard everyone’s everyday job and make sure they know how to do it!  
 
Another difficulty with the Balanced Scorecard is translating the strategy into action, 
which is a very common reason for failure during implementation (DeBusk & Crabtree, 
2006) To this also comes the difficulty to determine the weights of various performance 
measures, outcomes and incentives (DeBusk & Crabtree, 2006) Linking the Balanced 
Scorecard to incentives is a very hard thing to achieve and it carries some risk. The 
difficulty lies in what size and weight the different performance measures should have 
and what types of incentives to give for the employees to think long-term and about the 
best interest of the company instead of their own best interest (DeBusk & Crabtree, 
2006). Kaplan and Norton emphasize that the implementation of a Balanced Scorecard 
makes it easier for managers to set bonuses and other incentives subjectively (DeBusk & 
Crabtree, 2006). However, Lipe and Salterio (Chen & Jones, 2009) assert that the 
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Balanced Scorecard may be biased and can sometimes fall short with its intended use of 
providing a more balanced approach to evaluate employees.   
 
Another difficulty is the costliness of developing and implementing a Balanced Scorecard 
system into an organisation (DeBusk & Crabtree, 2006). Costs can according to DeBusk 
and Crabtree (2006) occur in two ways. The first is the need of a consultant to map the 
organisational strategy and help selecting performance measures. The second cost is the 
modification of the information system, since the system often requires to be updated to 
be able to supply the necessary information for the new performance measures (DeBusk 
& Crabtree, 2006).   
 
One issue which Olve et. al. (2003) brings up the lack of interest when it comes to 
developing and advancing the already existing Balanced Scorecard as a problem. This 
lack of interest may be due to the attitude of the employees; they may believe that the 
Balanced Scorecard is yet another temporary and pointless project which will result in 
less effort in implementing the Balanced Scorecard. This may also be linked to Olve and 
Samuelson (2008) argument, that the Balanced Scorecard is just another management 
trend like all the other three-letter abbreviations. They further say that the life-span of the 
Balanced Scorecard is limited like other passing fashion trends. They further give 
examples of businesses where the Balanced Scorecard has run out of steam or where 
the companies has chosen to deviate from the scorecard because it has been too much 
work. Although, the authors argue that the reasons for this is lack of planning or too much 
effort put into the formulation of the measures, there has to be a balance between the 
strategy and measure formulation (Olve & Samuelson, 2008).  
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3. METHOD 
In this section a statement and motivation of the methods used in this report is carried out and it 
will include examination design, strategy of research, selection process and the process of 
collecting data.   
 
3.1. CASE STUDY AS EXAMINATION DESIGN 
The purpose of this study is to find out how, as detailed as possible, HandelsConsulting 
uses their Balanced Scorecard and if there are any improvements that they can make to 
have better use of it as a management system. This is done through a detailed analysis of 
a case study on how HandelsConsulting uses their existing Balanced Scorecard. There is 
a reason that I have chosen to only study HandelsConsulting’s Balanced Scorecard and 
that is, as Denscombe (2000) also says, it gives a broader and deeper perspective of how 
things happen, also experiences, relations and processes in the company, if only some 
studies are done. Yin (2007) also states that a one case examination design is most 
suitable when the studied case is extreme or unique. That is the reason I chose to only 
analyse HandelsConsultings Balanced Scorecard. HandelsConsulting is a very interesting 
and unique company, in fact it might be the largest student management consulting firm 
of its kind and it will be a challenge to see how they can improve their Balanced 
Scorecard. Therefore, it is required to analyse this company deeper and their use of the 
Balanced Scorecard in detail to answer the problem statement and purpose that I have.  
3.2. CRITICS ABOUT CASE STUDIES AS EXAMINATION DESIGN 
Some critics that can be brought up in this case is first, as Yin (2007) says, one case 
study might not be convincing enough, Bryman (1997) also says that to avoid the 
problem of generalization it is better to study more than one case. Although in this case it 
might only be relevant to use one case since it is one case that is examined. It is however 
very common to make generalizations about the usage of the Balanced Scorecard if not 
having enough evidence, however in this case I have not noticed any issues with this 
problem since I am aware of that HandelsConsulting is a unique company and their use 
of the Balanced Scorecard therefore will be unique. Further, problems with the research 
can arise when the researcher does not have access to the different areas that are to be 
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researched (Denscombe, 2000). I have noticed some obstacles in this area but nothing 
major that will delay the progress of the research. Merriam (1994) also indicates that 
lack of time or money can result in complications with the subject that the examiner is 
researching. Altough, I have not noticed any complications or problems due to lack of 
time or money, I have had very good access, via mail, phone and personal contact, to the 
persons at HandelsConsulting, and also the person at the Balanced Scorecard 
Collaborative that I have interviewed.  
3.3. QUANTITATIVE AND QUALITATIVE METHOD 
This study has been characterized by a qualitative method since I have conducted 
interviews with key persons.  The qualitative approach has been chosen because it suits 
the case study design and because I already from the beginning knew that this report 
were to be presented in words and pictures instead of numbers, which Bryman (2002) 
and Merriam (1994) sees as the major criterion for qualitative research design. Merriam 
(1994) says further that since the case study is focusing on the insight, detection and 
interpretation it is natural to use a qualitative method.  
3.4. SELECTION 
When I selected HandelsConsulting as the company to study my thought was to get a 
deeper perspective of how the Balanced Scorecard really works and how a company, 
which I am very interested in, uses it as a management system. I also wanted to get a 
challenge of finding out how they can improve their use of the Balanced Scorecard. The 
fact that I have only focused on one company in my research is because I wanted to get 
as detailed information as possible about HandelsConsulting’s use of their Balanced 
Scorecard and because of the time it takes to research more companies this profound.  
3.4.1. SELECTION OF RESPONDENTS  
To choose the respondents of the interviews I used a non-probability selection. According 
to Merriam (1994) a selection like this is very common when using qualitative studies 
and it means that the probability that an individual should or should not be included is 
not possible and cannot be calculated. The reason for this is because I already from the 
start knew what persons to contact and conduct an interview with. These respondents 
are also chosen because of their specific experience and expert knowledge within the 
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subject Balanced Scorecard. Experience in the organisation, HandelsConsulting, is 
something that I had as a criterion when I chose the persons at HandelsConsulting, which 
is why I chose the Vice CEO, an employee who has worked at HandelsConsulting for a 
long time, which is more than nine months, and the chairman of the board.  They have all 
worked at HandelsConsulting for a sufficient amount of time.  
3.5. DATA COLLECTION 
According to Andersen (1998) the researcher should first ask the question if the data 
collected is primary or secondary. Since I conducted the interviews myself the data from 
the result section is primary. The data I have collected from books and articles and used 
in the theory part is secondary because someone else has collected it before me 
(Andersen, 1998). The internal documents I have collected from HandelsConsulting is 
also considered as secondary since I am not the one who wrote or made the document, 
someone else did (Andersen, 1998).  
 
As said earlier the interviews that were conducted are considered to be of qualitative 
characteristics. Patel and Davidsson (2003) claim that qualitative interviews are almost 
never standardized and the respondents get the opportunity to answer the questions with 
their own words.  
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Bryman (2002) believe that there are two types of qualitative studies, the semi structured 
and the unstructured. I used the unstructured type when I conducted the interviews, this 
because I have no need to compare the different answers and because I wanted to know 
different things from the different persons I interviewed, I also did not formulate 
questions in advance because the questions I asked them are very basic and from them I 
then came up with sub-questions which explained in more detail what I wanted to find 
out. The main questions used are:  
 “How do you consider HandelsConsulting to use their Balanced Scorecard?” 
 “Is there anything which you think may be improved with HandelsConsulting’s 
Balanced Scorecard?” 
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4. EMPIRICAL RESULTS 
In this part there will be a detailed description of how HandelsConsulting use their Balanced 
Scorecard; this is done through describing the interviews conducted with the persons inside of 
HandelsConsulting and to describe the yearly strategic process of HandelsConsulting. 
 
4.1. HHGS HANDELSCONSULTING AB - BACKGROUND 
HandelsConsulting was founded 1997 with the purpose of building a bridge between the 
world of academic and business (HandelsConsulting, 2011). HandelsConsulting are 
offering qualified consulting services within the different subjects that are taught at the 
school of economics and commercial law in Gothenburg (HandelsConsulting, 2011). 
HandelsConsulting has today fourteen years of experience and with those almost 700 
projects in their suitcase (HandelsConsulting, 2011). The company is larger than ever this 
year and has around 70 employees; this together with their customers will continue to 
create value amongst businesses and students (HandelsConsulting, 2011). 
4.1.1. HOW DOES HHGS HANDELSCONSULTING USE THEIR BALANCED 
SCORECARD 
The balanced scorecard was implemented in 2000 by the former CEO, Johan Bjärneman 
(G. Sahlen, Personal Communication, December 13, 2011). The chairman of the board, 
Gustaf Sahlen explained in the interview why HandelsConsulting chose the Balanced 
Scorecard as their management system and the reason for this is that their core focus is 
not solely financial; they put a lot of attention into other parts of the business, such as the 
customers, employees and internal processes (Personal Communication, December 13, 
2011). Although, as Erik Persson explained in the interview, they have mainly focused on 
the customer perspective this year to receive, and give, more value from, and to, the 
customers (Personal Communication, December 30, 2011). The other main area of focus 
was the employees (S, Dahlgren, Personal Communication, January 16, 2012). Since the 
employees are not working there for monetary incentives there has to be other kind of 
motivational incentives. One strong incentive for the employees at HandelsConsulting is 
the fact that they get the chance to turn theory into practice and make use of the things 
they learn at the university (S. Dahlgren, Personal Communication, January 16, 2011).  
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To start the explanation of how HandelsConsulting use their Balanced Scorecard it is 
important to explain the strategic process throughout the year. Figure 8 below is created 
by Dahlgren and illustrates how this process works (Personal Communication, January 
16, 2012). 
 
Persson explain that the process start in January, as seen in the figure, when the Board of 
directors send a letter to the corporate management of HandelsConsulting (Personal 
Communication, December 30, 2011). This letter is called a Challenge letter and 
contains different sets of goals that the board would like the company to achieve 
throughout the year. Persson explained some of the goals for 2011; HandelsConsulting 
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should be the first choice for students who want to gain experience and study at the 
School of economics and commercial law at Gothenburg University, they should also try 
and keep the average number of employees they already have, which currently is 70, 
throughout the year. HandelsConsulting should also try to increase revenue per employee 
and per business area (Personal Communication, December 30, 2011).  
 
The corporate management then gathers for a strategic meeting where everyone in the 
corporate management can express their opinions. They then compile a strategy plan 
which outlines the basic initiatives of how the company can reach these goals. They also 
discuss what area of business the different goals fit into and which manager that is 
responsible for that area. After doing this they move on to the next step which is to 
update the measures in the Balanced Scorecard. This Balanced Scorecard is pictured in 
figure 9 below. 
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 They try to figure out what goal will fit in which measure and from there they know what 
measures that will be current for that period. Now every manager should have some 
goals which they are responsible for throughout the year. Each manager now constructs 
an individual action plan. This action plan is illustrated in figure 10 and has three 
objectives, for example an objective might be: increase the overall revenue, or increase 
project efficiency.  
The manager then describes different initiatives for these objectives which should be 
performed during the year for the objectives to be fulfilled. These are then combined with 
measures which measures if the goals and objectives have been achieved. This individual 
action plan is then sent to the board of directors for approval and to the CEO. The CEO 
then has the responsibility to follow up on these individual action plans throughout the 
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year to make sure everything is going according to plan. There are two larger revisions of 
the action plans during the year. These revisions are placed strategically before the end 
of each semester (S. Dahlgren. Personal Communication, January 16, 2012).  
 
After the summer vacation when most of the managers have come back to work, another 
strategic meeting is conducted to review the whole strategic process. Every manager has 
the chance to express any thoughts and ideas. They check how well they have done to 
reach the goals set for the year through the measures on the Balanced Scorecard. They 
also revise their individual action plans and send the reviewed one to the board for 
approval (S. Dahlgren. Personal Communication, January 16, 2012).  
 
At the end of the year the corporate management reconciles the Balanced Scorecard with 
the income statement and balance sheet to find out if they have achieved the goals for 
the year. They then send the results to the board (S. Dahlgren. Personal Communication, 
January 16, 2012). 
 
Throughout the year the corporate management also has different meetings. They have 
the three, previously discussed, strategic meetings at the beginning, the middle and the 
end of the year. They also have weekly meetings every Tuesday morning and monthly 
meetings on the first Wednesday of every month. Although, Dahlgren (Personal 
Communication, January 16, 2012) explain that the weekly and monthly meetings are 
more of the operative nature than strategic nature. They generally discuss short-term 
operational issues more than long-term strategic issues. This is mainly because there is 
not enough time to discuss the strategic issues in every meeting since the managers do 
not get monetary incentives for the job they accomplish and because most of them study 
full-time at the same time (S. Dahlgren. Personal Communication, January 16, 2012). 
However, Goding Blomdahl mentions that it might be possible to make the monthly 
meetings more strategic by making them more efficient. He also mentions that the 
difficulty lies in the rapid turnover of the corporate management, similar to the employees 
at HandelsConsulting; they tend to only stay in their posts for one year and then change 
position or find another job. Goding Blomdahl explain that in the beginning of the year 
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when the new corporate management gathers, it tend to be mostly operational matters 
discussed, however at the end of the year they often tend to plan more strategical and 
this is when the corporate management is replaced (Personal Communication, January 
18, 2012).  
 
The mission of HandelsConsulting is: 
“HandelsConsulting shall through consultancy services offer businesses fresh knowledge 
and competence at competitive pricing, at the same time HandelsConsulting shall offer 
students at the School of economics and commercial law in Gothenburg the opportunity 
to utilize their experience and make contact with businesses”  
(http://www.handelsconsulting.se ) 
 
Dahlgren also explained that the vice CEO, Oskar Goding Blomdahl, is working on a more 
long-term way of implementing the strategy at HandelsConsulting (Personal 
Communication, January 16, 2012). This long-term strategy shall extend longer than the 
strategic process explained earlier and according to Goding Blomdahl the long-term 
strategy is developed for a five year period, for the years 2012 thought to 2017 (Personal 
Communication, January 18, 2012). This strategy is mainly focusing on the 1;100;100 
000 vision of HandelsConsulting and according to Dahlgren, Goding Blomdahl and 
Persson the 1;100;100 000 vision of HandelsConsulting in short mean:   
 100 000 SEK in revenue per employees, 
 100 employees, 
 10 million SEK in revenue per year for the entire business. (Personal 
Communication, January 16, 2012; Personal Communication, December 13, 
2011; Personal Communication, December 30, 2011) 
Goding Blomdahl also explains that when he planned the long-term strategy he used a 
model, also seen in figure 11, where he first gathered hypotheses for how the vision can 
be achieved. He then tried to find evidence about if these hypotheses where feasible, and 
formed a rough outline of a strategy formulation which defined how HandelsConsulting 
are to reach the vision. Thereafter, he developed this formulation in more detail for the 
coming year (Personal Communication, January 18, 2012).  
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The vision of HandelsConsulting is:  
“HandelsConsulting shall be the leading student consultancy firm in Europe, the most 
stimulating workplace for students and one of Sweden’s most primary development 
agencies for outstanding employees”.  
(http://www.handelsconsulting.se) 
 
Dahlgren explained that HandelsConsulting has two different visions (Personal 
Communication, January 16, 2012). This is because the vision stated above is not 
quantifiable, so they came up with another vision which is easier to quantify.  
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Dahlgren also said that the Balanced Scorecard is something that only the corporate 
management and board of directors know about (Personal Communication, January 16, 
2012). The employees who works as consultants within the company usually does not 
know the Scorecard exist. Dahlgren further explained that the managers communicate 
the goals which are to be achieved to the employees through staff meetings and 
performance appraisals (S. Dahlgren. Personal Communication, January 16, 2012).  
 
Persson and Goding Blomdahl identified some difficulties which HandelsConsulting has 
with their Balanced Scorecard. They mention that the fact that it is only used two to three 
times a year means that it is not implemented enough and that there are several areas 
which could be improved (Personal Communication, December 30, 2011; Personal 
Communication, January 18, 2012). Goding Blomdahl further explained that they are 
trying to update the Scorecard throughout the year but since the meetings are mostly 
focused on operational matters it will not be discussed until at the end of the year 
(Personal Communication, January 18, 2012). Dahlgren explained further that one 
challenge is to know if there is a need for more distinct governance through the use of 
the Balanced Scorecard, what effects this might have and, if needed, how to proceed with 
it (S. Dahlgren, Personal Communication, January 16, 2012). She also mentioned that, 
like any other company, the lack of time to investigate these kinds of things is one big 
impediment (S. Dahlgren. Personal Communication, January 16, 2012).  
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5. ANALYSIS 
Below is an analysis of the theory and results from the previous sections. The analysis follows a 
similar design as the problem statement to make it easier to reconnect the analysis of the theory 
and results.  
 
5.1. WHAT IMPROVEMENTS CAN HANDELSCONSULTING DO WITH 
THEIR BALANCED SCORECARD? 
5.1.1. HOW SHOULD HANDELSCONSULTING’S BALANCED SCORECARD BE 
DESIGNED AND WHAT PART DOES THEIR STRATEGY HAVE? 
Right now, the only thing that the corporate management of HandelsConsulting sees as 
their Balanced Scorecard is what is seen on figure 9, which was shown in the empirical 
results section on page 32, this figure only show measures. These measures indicate if 
HandelsConsulting has reached their goals for the year. However, if looking to the fact 
that HandelsConsulting only use this figure and these measures to see if they have 
reached the goals for the year, it would according to Kaplan and Norton (1996a) mean 
that they use their Balanced Scorecard as a control system, which Kaplan and Norton 
state that it should not. A control system is according to Kaplan and Norton (1996a) 
when a company uses their financial and non-financial measures only for tactical 
feedback and control of short-term operations. The Balanced Scorecard should be used 
as a system of communication, information and learning (Kaplan & Norton, 1996a), this 
is achieved by incorporating the four perspectives of the Balanced Scorecard - The 
financial, customer, internal business process, and learning and growth perspectives 
(Kaplan & Norton, 1992). If the Balanced Scorecard is used as a system of 
communication, information and learning it will allow a balance between the short-term 
actions and long-term strategy of the business (Kaplan & Norton, 1996b). Not only short-
term operations as would have been if using it as a control system. However, for this 
balance between the short-term actions and long-term strategy to take place there needs 
to be a balance between the four perspectives and there is a significant importance of 
creating balance when measuring, improving and analyzing the four perspectives 
(Hannabarger et. al., 2011). As Dahlgren and Persson both explained, HandelsConsulting 
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is mainly focusing on the employees and the customers. They focus on the customers 
because they want to give and receive more value from them this is done by following up 
on projects completed and improve the customer service part of the business. They focus 
on the employees because they are the main source of income in the organisation and if 
the employees are not satisfied the revenue will not increase (Personal Communication, 
January 16, 2012; Personal Communication, December 20, 2011). The trick here is that 
the employees are not motivated through monetary incentives but through non-monetary 
incentives. Since one big incentive for the employees are to turn theory into practice 
HandelsConsulting tries to motivate the employees by giving them as much project 
experience as possible. They also focus a lot on performance appraisals where they ask 
the employees if there is anything which can help to motivate them (Personal 
Communication, January 16, 2012). However, the fact that HandelsConsulting is putting 
their focus on the employees and customers might, according to Hannabarger et. al. 
(2011), disrupt the balance of the scorecard and the business will not benefit from using 
the scorecard, since if there is too much focus on some of the perspectives the business 
will not thrive (Hannabarger et. al., 2011). However, as Kaplan and Norton (1992) state, 
some people think that if focusing on the customer, learning and growth, and internal 
process perspectives, the financial perspective will take care of itself (Kaplan & Norton, 
1992). Although, it should be mentioned that HandelsConsulting has an equal amount of 
measures in all four perspectives of the Scorecard, which can be seen on figure 9. This 
may contribute to the perspectives being balanced.  
 
Also, what HandelsConsulting do not know is that most of their processes can be seen as 
working with their Balanced Scorecard. As said earlier, they only see the use of figure 9 
as their Balanced Scorecard. If looking at the process of how they create the yearly 
strategy you see that it is similar to the way a Balanced Scorecard is designed. They 
receive the challenge letter from the board of directors; they then assess these goals and 
find a matching measure on the scorecard, the managers then choose three goals which 
they are to focus on during the year, these goals are chosen from the goals which were 
received from the board. The managers then formulate different initiatives which they are 
going to take for these objectives to be achieved. Finally they are combining these 
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initiatives and goals with different measures that can be seen on figure 9.  Although, 
Kaplan and Norton (2001a) say that the strategy map should be constructed from the top 
down, starting with the destination of where the company wants to arrive, so 
HandelsConsulting should start with their vision, they should then set long-term goals in 
the different perspectives; these goals should be aligned with the vision. They should 
then translate these goals into initiatives which they are to perform throughout the 
period, and then the measures should be set from the goals and initiatives (Kaplan & 
Norton, 1996a). However, HandelsConsulting base their whole process on the measures 
found on the Balanced Scorecard; they are going from the bottom and up by linking the 
goals to the already existing measures and not linking measures to the newly created 
goals, which is what Kaplan and Norton state that they should avoid (2001a). Kaplan and 
Norton (1996a) also state the importance that the goals and measures are linked, 
without one another the Balanced Scorecard will not work properly. Measures without the 
goals do not communicate how the outcomes are achieved neither does it show an 
indication about whether the strategy of the company is integrated successfully or not, 
and on the other hand, goals without measures may contribute to short-term operational 
improvements, but will fail to reveal if the improvements have been successful and 
helped the business to thrive (Kaplan & Norton, 1996a). What may be needed in order to 
maximize the usage of the Balanced Scorecard and its measures is for the managers to 
make one strategy map together for the entire organisation which stretches for a longer 
period than one year (Porter 1996) this is to create a synergy and diminish gaps between 
employees, management and shareholders. If the strategy is not clarified enough there 
may be gaps between employees, management and shareholders of where the company 
is and where it is headed (Kaplan & Norton, 1996a; 1996b). Here it may be useful to 
enlist the help of Goding Blomdahl’s work on the long-term strategy plan to create the 
strategy map. As said, Kaplan and Norton (1996a) argue that the strategy map is 
necessary in order to know where the company is headed. Therefore, without a strategy 
map the company does not know where they are going. HandelsConsulting does not have 
a defined strategy map for their use of the Balanced Scorecard. They do have individual 
action plans and a long-term strategy plan which, however, they do not see as a part of 
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the Balanced Scorecard and which are not combined as one but as two different 
strategies.  
5.1.2. WHAT STRENGTHS AND WEAKNESSES ARE THERE IN THE 
IMPLEMENTATION AND USE OF THE BALANCED SCORECARD WITHIN 
HANDELSCONSULTING? 
Although the Balanced Scorecard is often said to be successful, there are challenges that 
need to be faced for the Scorecard to work properly (DeBusk & Crabtree 2006). 
HandelsConsulting has a large need to keep value within the organisation, they have an 
extremely high employee turnover and the average employee stays for less than one year 
at the company. This is a problem, since the competence of the person often disappears 
from the organisation when the person leaves (Olve et. al., 2003). This also effects the 
long-term planning of the company and this may be why the implementation of the goals 
and strategy of the company is not aligned. Olve et. al. (2003) also brings up the lack of 
interest when it comes to developing and advancing the already existing Balanced 
Scorecard, this may be due to the attitude of the employees, this leads us further to what 
Dahlgren explained; she clarified that the Balanced Scorecard is something which only 
the corporate management and the board of directors know about. Chen and Jones 
(2009) stress the importance of an organisation wide communication of the Balanced 
Scorecard for it to work properly. The communication is also important to gain employee 
acceptance (DeBusk & Crabtree, 2006) Although, Dahlgren further explained that the 
managers communicate the goals which are to be achieved to the employees through 
staff meetings and performance appraisals. However, it is questionable if this is enough 
to translate the individual vision to shared vision, since if the employees are not involved 
and engaged enough they may not know how to help the organisations overall 
performance to thrive (DeBusk & Crabtree, 2006; Kaplan & Norton, 2001b; Chen & 
Jones, 2009). The Balanced Scorecard should be everyone’s every-day job (DeBusk & 
Crabtree, 2006; Kaplan & Norton, 2001b; Chen & Jones, 2009), which means that 
everyone need to be involved in the development and implementation of the Balanced 
Scorecard.  
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Another challenge is the follow up of the strategy. HandelsConsulting are only following 
up on the Scorecard and the strategy two to three times a year which according to Kaplan 
and Norton (2008) is not enough. According to Kaplan and Norton the frequency of the 
operational meetings of the Balanced Scorecard depends on the business cycle of the 
business, they could be daily, weekly, twice weekly or monthly (Kaplan & Norton, 2008). 
These meetings should focus on identifying and solving operational problems such as 
sales decline or late deliveries in order to respond to short-term problems and promote 
continuous improvement (Kaplan & Norton, 2008). The strategic meetings should be 
conducted monthly where the focus should be on implementing and fine-tuning the 
strategy and make mid-course adaptations. The management should have a meeting 
yearly to test and adapt the strategy (Kaplan & Norton, 2008). The focus on these 
meetings should be on testing and adapting the strategy based on causal analytics, 
product-line and channel profitability, changing external environment, emergent 
strategies and new technology developments. The goal of this meeting is to improve and 
transform the strategy, establish strategic and operational plans, set strategic targets, 
authorize spending for strategic initiatives and other major discretionary expenditures 
(Kaplan & Norton, 2008). So, there should be one strategic meeting monthly and one 
annually, the operational meetings should be weekly or monthly depending on the 
business cycle of the organisation.  
If looking at the meetings which HandelsConsulting has, they mainly have operational 
meetings, the strategic meetings they have are the meetings in the beginning of the year, 
when they have received the challenge letter from the board, in the middle of the year 
when they review the individual action plans and in the end of the year when they 
reconcile the Balanced Scorecard. Goding Blomdahl also expressed one challenge - the 
turnover of the managers, the corporate management is often only positioned for one 
year. In the beginning of the year the meetings are mostly focused on operational matters 
since the management team is new, the meetings are getting more strategic as the 
months pass and at the end of the year Goding Blomdahl said that the management 
team is ready to plan more advanced strategic matters, but this is often where the 
management team is exchanged and a new team is appointed (Personal Communication, 
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January 18, 2012). This makes it hard for the strategy to be implemented properly and to 
align it according to the vision.  
 
A big strength which HandelsConsulting has is that they have the capacity to develop their 
Balanced Scorecard themselves. They work as management consultants to other 
companies as well as to themselves. This will help them with the reduction of the 
costliness of developing a Balanced Scorecard system. DeBusk and Crabtree (2006) 
mention the cost of hiring a consultant to map the organisational strategy and to help 
select the performance measures. This is exactly the work which the vice CEO has already 
conducted. He has mapped the organisational strategy and selected different 
hypotheses, which will then led to actions or initiatives which needs to be achieved to 
reach the vision of the company.  
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6. CONCLUSION 
In this section a conclusion of the problem statement will be defined from the results of the 
analysis, this will be in form of recommendations of how HandelsConsulting can make better use 
of their Balanced Scorecard. The conclusion is a shorter and more direct answer to the problem 
statement.  
 
6.1. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
HandelsConsulting is currently using the Balanced Scorecard as a control system; they 
follow up on the progress of the goals at the end of the year and set new goals and 
objectives for the coming year. They could make better use of the Balanced Scorecard. 
Even though they have integrated the four perspectives and they have a suitable amount 
of measures and the measures are appropriate for the business, it is still not enough, 
because the scorecard is not integrated and aligned with the company strategy. In order 
for HandelsConsulting to align the strategy with the Balanced Scorecard they can use the 
four-step model explained earlier. When using the four-step model as Kaplan & Norton 
suggested it will contribute to the linkage of long-term strategic objectives and short-term 
actions. This model will also help HandelsConsulting to improve other challenges which 
they face with their Scorecard.  
 
In the first step - translating the vision, it is important for HandelsConsulting to translate 
and clarify the vision of the company in a way that avoids misinterpretations from the 
employees. This will help the employees to know how and what they can do to help the 
organisation.  
 
The second step of Kaplan & Norton’s four-step model– communicating and linking, 
makes sure that HandelsConsulting’s strategy is communicated throughout the 
organisation and that the departmental and individual objectives are linked with it. Here 
HandelsConsulting needs to assess the current position and the future position of the 
company, which has already been done through the work of Goding Blomdahl. They also 
need to decide the initiatives they are to take in order to be able to change and reach the 
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desired position. If educating and communicating the Balanced Scorecard to the 
employees, HandelsConsulting can reach an even better state of consensus. If all 
employees know what they can do and how to do it this will improve the overall 
performance of the company.  
 
The third step – business planning, enable HandelsConsulting to integrate their strategic 
planning with the budgets, which ensure that the budget supports the strategy (Kaplan & 
Norton, 1996b). At the end of the business planning step the managers should have: 
 Set targets, in all four perspectives, for the long-term objectives they would like to 
achieve.  
 Identified necessary strategic initiatives and allocated required resources for 
those initiatives.  
 Established milestones for the measures that mark the progress towards 
achieving their strategic goals.  
All of the previous steps are already done through the individual action plan which each 
manager does. But, in order to create a synchronized organisation HandelsConsulting 
need to implement a strategy map which all of the managers has worked out together. An 
example of how the strategy map could look like is shown in figure 3 and figure 4, which 
was shown in the theory section.  
 
The fourth, and last, perspective – feedback and learning, will show if the implementation 
and formulation of the strategy has delivered the desired outcomes for 
HandelsConsulting, it also works as a control system to alarm when something is not 
going according to plan. This is also where they follow up on the strategy and scorecard 
by having strategic and operational meetings. The strategic meetings should be 
conducted monthly in order to fine-tune and adapt the strategy and the Balanced 
Scorecard.  
 
Although, the most important part which HandelsConsulting should consider is the 
process of their Balanced Scorecard, the processes they use in the strategic planning 
today are similar to the ones found in the scorecard. So, by linking the different processes 
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and start using those all together as a Balanced Scorecard they can take advantage of 
the processes already in place and help the business thrive.  
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8. APPENDIX 
 
Appendix 1 
HHGS HandelsConsulting AB– Business Presentation (Swedish) 
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